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Large stationary gravity wave in the atmosphere
of Venus
T. Fukuhara1, M. Futaguchi2, G. L. Hashimoto3, T. Horinouchi4, T. Imamura5, N. Iwagaimi6,
T. Kouyama7, S. Murakami8, M. Nakamura8, K. Ogohara9, M. Sato4, T. M. Sato8, M. Suzuki8,
M. Taguchi1*, S. Takagi10, M. Ueno11, S. Watanabe12, M. Yamada13 and A. Yamazaki8

The planet Venus is covered by thick clouds of sulfuric acid that move westwards because the entire upper atmosphere rotates
much faster than the planet itself. At the cloud tops, about 65 km in altitude, small-scale features are predominantly carried
by the background wind at speeds of approximately 100ms−1. In contrast, planetary-scale atmospheric features have been
observed to move slightly faster or slower than the background wind, a phenomenon that has been interpreted to reflect the
propagation of planetary-scale waves. Here we report the detection of an interhemispheric bow-shaped structure stretching
10,000 km across at the cloud-top level of Venus in middle infrared and ultraviolet images from the Japanese orbiter Akatsuki.
Over several days of observation, the bow-shaped structure remained relatively fixed in position above the highland on the
slowly rotating surface, despite the background atmospheric super-rotation. We suggest that the bow-shaped structure is
the result of an atmospheric gravity wave generated in the lower atmosphere by mountain topography that then propagated
upwards. Numerical simulations provide preliminary support for this interpretation, but the formation and propagation of a
mountain gravity wave remain di�cult to reconcile with assumed near-surface conditions on Venus. We suggest that winds
in the deep atmosphere may be spatially or temporally more variable than previously thought.

Akatsuki is a meteorological satellite investigating the1

atmospheric dynamics and cloud physics of Venus1. The2

Longwave Infrared Camera (LIR) and the Ultraviolet3

Imager (UVI) operate in the longest and shortest wavelength4

regions, respectively, among those of a suite of cameras on board5

Akatsuki2. Notable specifications of LIR are its spectral band of 8 to6

12 µm, field of view of 16.4◦× 12.4◦ covered by 328× 248 pixels,7

noise equivalent temperature difference or temperature resolution8

of 0.3 K at a target temperature of 230 K, and absolute temperature9

accuracy of 3 K. LIR detects thermal radiation emitted from the10

cloud top. Since only a small fraction of solar irradiation is scattered11

in this wavelength region, Venus disk images taken by LIR show no12

clear boundary between the dayside and nightside hemispheres3.13

UVI has a field of view of 12.0◦× 12.0◦ resolved by 1,024× 1,02414

pixels, and takes images of solar UV irradiation scattered by the15

cloud particles at the cloud top, from which the thermal radiation16

detected by LIR is emitted. The observable region is limited to17

the dayside. Two wavelength regions centred at 283 and 365 nm18

(with bandwidths of 15 nm), which correspond to the absorption19

bands of SO2 and an unidentified absorber4, respectively, are20

alternatively selectable.21

Akatsuki was inserted into a Venus orbit on 7 December 201522

on the second attempt at Venus orbit insertion (VOI). Its four23

small thrusters—originally for attitude control—were used instead24

of the orbital manoeuvring engine, which was broken in the first25

attempt5. An observation sequence, which was scheduled to start

Q.1

26

five hours after the VOI operation, has allowed LIR and UVI27

to acquire the first Venus images at 05 h 26m and 05 h 20m UT,28

respectively. Fig. 1a shows the brightness temperature distribution 29

of the cloud top retrieved from the image obtained by LIR. The 30

brightness temperature represents the temperature in the altitude 31

range centred at the cloud-top level of ∼65 km with a full-width 32

at half-maximum of ∼10 km in the middle and low latitudes and 33

in the lower regions of the high latitudes6. The most surprising and 34

interesting feature is a huge bow-shaped structure extending from 35

the northern polar region, crossing the equator and reaching the 36

southern polar region. The end-to-end length of the bow-shaped 37

structure is longer than 10,000 km. The bow-shaped structure 38

consists of a high-temperature region, which splits into two high- 39

temperature stripes at low latitude, and a low-temperature region 40

located downstream of the high-temperature region. The highest 41

and lowest temperatures of the bow-shaped structure are 230–231K 42

and 225–226K, respectively. Most of the structure is in the dayside, 43

close to the evening terminator, shown by a dashed line in Fig. 1a, 44

and appears symmetrical with respect to the equator. 45

The brightness temperature distributions of the cloud top 46

obtained on 8–11 December 2015 are also shown in Fig. 1. Note 47

that although the apparent diameter of the Venus disk decreased 48

as the spacecraft moved away from Venus, the size of the Venus 49

disk in Fig. 1b–e is adjusted to have the same diameter in each 50

image. The bow-shaped structure existed for at least four days after 51

7 December while maintaining its shape, approaching the evening 52

terminator day by day. Unfortunately, no data are available after 53

12 December because observation was suspended due to necessary 54

operations related to the orbit, attitude and telecommunication of 55

the spacecraft. When LIR observed the same longitude and local 56
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Figure 1 | Brightness temperature and UV brightness of the Venus disk. a–e, Sequence of brightness temperature distributions obtained by LIR from
7 December to 11 December 2015. The equator and evening terminator are shown by solid and broken lines, respectively. The colour bar is valid only for a;
the temperature ranges for b–e are adjusted so that the mean temperatures in a circle with a radius of 0.1 RV at the disk centre are constant, where RV is the
Venus radius. f, UV brightness image obtained by UVI at a wavelength of 283 nm.

time region at the earliest opportunity on 15 January 2016, the bow-1

shaped structure had disappeared.2

The bow-shaped structure appears dimly in the UV image at a3

wavelength of 283 nm. It can hardly be seen in Fig. 1f, as the contrast4

is much lower than that of the brightness temperature image. The5

bow shape is more difficult to identify in the 365 nm images, which6

are not shown here. Bow shapes have been observed in previous7

UV images of Venus7. A difference in the appearance between the8

bow shape observed in previous UV images and the bow shape9

newly found in the brightness temperature is that the former moves10

roughly at the speed of the super-rotation8.11

The bow shape and surface topography12

To investigate the position and motion of the bow-shaped structure13

in detail, the brightness temperature and the UV brightness derived14

from three successive images with an interval of a few hours were15

mapped to longitude–latitude coordinates and high-pass-filtered, as16

shown in Fig. 2. The accuracy of the longitude–latitude mapping17

was improved by fitting an ellipse to the observed limb of the Venus18

disk9. The bow-shaped structure in the brightness temperature map19

largely stayed above the same geographical position, and this is20

also true of the structure in the UV brightness map. The rotation21

period of Venus in the inertial coordinate system is −243 days.22

This value is negative because it rotates in the opposite direction23

to that of the Earth. When combined with the revolution period24

of 225 days, Venus has an angular velocity of rotation against the 25

sun of −3.1◦ d−1. The ground speed of the bow-shaped structure 26

is estimated to be 0.6± 0.2◦ d−1, indicating that the bow-shaped 27

structure stayed at almost the same position above the ground rather 28

than at the same local time. The Magellan global topography data 29

record from the Planetary Data System (PDS) of NASA is smoothed 30

by the running mean over 3◦ both in longitude and latitude, and 31

shown in Fig. 2a. It is suggested that the centre of the bow-shaped 32

structure is located at the western slope of the western highland 33

of Aphrodite Terra, approximately 15◦ west of the peak in the 34

surface topography. 35

Comparing Fig. 2a–c and Fig. 2d–f, it is found that the bright 36

region of the bow-shaped structure in the UV image corresponds to 37

the high-temperature region. Moreover, smaller-scale bow-shaped 38

structures are identified both in the brightness temperature and in 39

the UV brightness maps as meridionally aligned dark filaments. 40

As an example, one of them stayed at the same location (110◦ E, 41

−20◦ S). At the same time, advection of the small-scale features 42

is clearly seen in the sequence of UV images, as demonstrated by 43

four arbitrarily placed circles that move westwards at a speed of 44

−96m s−1 (Fig. 2d–f). By tracking the distinct Y-shaped structures 45

using a cloud-tracking technique10, areal mean zonal wind velocities 46

in the latitude region between±15◦ on 7–9December are derived to 47

be−96,−96 and−107m s−1, respectively, with a spatial standard 48

deviation of several m s−1. 49
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Figure 2 | High-pass-filtered brightness temperature and UV brightness at the cloud top of Venus. a–c, High-pass-filtered brightness temperature
distributions derived from three successive shots by LIR with an interval of a few hours. The surface topography is overlaid by contour lines in a with units
of km. Altitudes below 0 km are indicated by white broken lines. d–f, UV brightness distributions acquired by UVI at a wavelength of 283 nm. The four
small circles in each frame indicate the displacement of air parcels advected westwards at a zonal speed of−96 m s−1.

After the bow shape appeared in December 2015, no similar1

prominent features were observed except for very weak events2

detected in the brightness temperaturemaps on 15 and 26April 20163

and 6 and 26 May 2016. Their horizontal scale and meridionally4

aligned bow-shaped appearance are similar to those of the event in5

December 2015, but the amplitudes are less than 1K.6

Stationary gravity wave7

Given the shape and the fast speed relative to the background8

super-rotation, the only reasonable interpretation of the stationary9

bow shape is that it is induced by an atmospheric gravity wave10

packet. A study11 has proposed that the long-termmean zonal wind11

distribution estimated from the UV images obtained by the Venus12

Monitoring Camera on board Venus Express is caused by non-13

uniform momentum forcing by stationary gravity waves generated14

bymountain airstreams at ground level. It is implicitly assumed that 15

the waves have small scales, as parameterized in climate models for 16

the Earth12. The present study shows direct evidence of the existence 17

of stationary gravity waves, and it further shows that such stationary 18

gravity waves can have a very large scale—perhaps the greatest ever 19

observed in the solar system. 20

The bow-shaped structure identified in the UV brightness is 21

explained by a perturbation in the column abundance of UV 22

absorber due to the passage of a gravity wave. UV-absorber-rich air 23

may be supplied in an upwelling region, where the temperature is 24

lower than that of the surrounding area due to adiabatic cooling. 25

From conventional knowledge of the Venusian atmosphere13, the 26

formation and propagation of suchmountainwaves appear difficult. 27

Convection in the observed statically, near-neutral layers between 28

the cloud-top level and the ground14 can disturb gravity wave 29
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Figure 3 | Disturbance temperature field at 65 km altitude associated with
a stationary gravity wave calculated by a numerical model. The model
solves upward propagation of a gravity wave packet excited by a stationary
geopotential disturbance at the bottom boundary of 10 km altitude. The
forcing is located at the centre of this plot (longitude= 180◦,
latitude= 0◦), indicated by the cross, and has a half-width of∼6◦ in
longitude and latitude. The direction of the background zonal wind
(super-rotation) is from right to left.

propagation. The long-term angular momentum balance in the1

presence of meridional circulation requires that the mean surface2

wind in the low-latitude region is against the solid planet rotation,3

as in the Earth’s atmosphere. In that case, there exists a critical level4

above the surface beyond which stationary gravity waves cannot5

propagate through. Since the critical-level filtering is fatal, our result6

may suggest the existence of some spatial or temporal variability in7

the distribution of winds in the lower atmosphere, which might be8

why huge gravity waves are not always observed.9

Anumericalmodel is used to simulate pattern formation induced10

by gravity waves excited in the lower atmosphere. In the model, a11

Gaussian-shaped, stationary geopotential forcing with a half-width12

of∼6◦ is imposed at a longitude of 180◦ on the equator at a bottom13

altitude of 10 km, and the disturbance excited by it is calculated up to14

96 km under a realistic basic state (seeMethods). The bottom height15

of 10 kmenables us to avoid the problemof a possible critical layer in16

the lowest atmosphere. Figure 3 shows the steady-state disturbance17

temperature field at ∼65 km altitude. The localized forcing at the18

bottom generates a gravity wave packet with a bow shape, which19

is typical of a gravity wave generated by an isolated mountain15.20

The latitudinal extent of the wave packet increases with height,21

growing to a planetary scale at the cloud-top level, below which the22

vertical wavelength is around 30 km. The maximum amplitude at23

low latitude occurs just above the forcing. The resemblance of the24

model result to the observation is remarkable.25

Both the zonal wind speed and static stability are small below26

10 km, so the condition of wave generation and propagation is27

sensitive to their small changes, which is why we limited our28

simulation to altitudes above 10 km. More elaborate modelling is29

left for future studies. Since gravity waves transfer momentum,30

mountain-induced waves may be important for the climatology31

of Venus.32

Methods 33

Methods, including statements of data availability and any 34

associated accession codes and references, are available in the 35

online version of this paper. 36
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Methods1

High-pass filtering. Figure 2 shows high-pass filtered brightness temperature and2

UV radiance obtained as the anomaly from the 15◦ running mean along the3

longitude. Prior to the high-pass filtering, the UV radiance is divided by cosθz,4

where θz is the local solar zenith angle, to correct for the θz dependence of the solar5

irradiation. The data for which cosθz<0.05 are not shown, because the error is6

larger than natural variations.7

Derivation of wind fields. The cloud tracking was conducted using a digital8

tracking method with good quality control9. For each day from 7 to 9 December,9

tracking was made with three UV images at 365 nm with time intervals of two to10

three hours. Tracking was also made with images at 283 nm, and the results11

were consistent.12

Numerical simulation. The numerical model used to solve the propagation of a13

stationary gravity wave is a nonlinear primitive equation model in spherical14

geometry similar to one developed in a previous work16. The model covers the15

Venusian atmosphere from 10 km (47.39×105 Pa) to∼96 km (47.39×10−1 Pa).16

The basic zonal wind and temperature profiles on the equator are given by17

polynomial functions used in a previous work17 based on in situ observations by18

entry probes. The zonal wind speed is 8m s−1 at 10 km, increasing monotonically19

to 94m s−1 at 68 km. As for the zonal wind above, the average of the model A20

(strong shear above the cloud top) and model B (no shear above the cloud top)21

profiles defined in the work is adopted. Mid-latitude jets relative to the solid-body22

rotation are introduced into the model, resulting in a roughly constant zonal wind23

in the latitudinal range of 45◦ S–45◦ N at each altitude. The meridional distribution24

of the basic temperature is calculated from the basic zonal wind and the equatorial25

temperature profile assuming cyclostrophic balance. The static stability is positive26

everywhere, in contrast to the actual Venusian atmosphere, where neutral27

stratification is observed around 50–55 km altitude. Even in the presence of the28

neutral stability layer, the wave would still propagate up to the cloud-top level,29

because the locally evanescent character of the wave in the layer would not totally30

remove the wave energy above the layer. A geopotential forcing is imposed on the

bottom boundary with a Gaussian-shaped function: 60×exp[−(δλ2+δθ 2)/ 31

(6◦)2]m2 s−2, where δλ and δθ are the longitudinal and latitudinal distances from 32

the centre of the forcing, respectively. The centre of the forcing is located at a 33

longitude of 180◦ on the equator. Dissipation due to radiative damping is 34

represented by Newtonian cooling with a time constant of 20×exp[−(z−60)/10] 35

Earth days, where z is the altitude in kilometres, based on radiative transfer 36

modelling18. Altitudes above 85 km comprise a sponge layer that suppresses wave 37

reflection by attenuating the disturbance temperature and wind velocity at a rate 38

that is twice the radiative damping rate. Since the development of the background 39

atmosphere is beyond the scope of this study, the wind velocity and the 40

temperature are divided into their zonal mean and disturbance, and the former is 41

set to the basic state at each time step. The grid interval is 3◦, both in longitude and 42

latitude, and the vertical coordinate is represented by 100 pressure levels with a 43

constant spacing in log pressure. The momentum and thermodynamic equations 44

are integrated using a centred flux-form space difference, Euler backward 45

(Matsuno) scheme until a quasi-steady state is achieved, with the continuity and 46

hydrodynamics equations being used at each time step to diagnose the vertical 47

velocity and the geopotential with boundary conditions. 48

Code availability.We have opted not to make the computer codes used in the 49

cloud-tracking analysis and numerical modelling of the gravity wave available. 50

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study will be available 51

at Data ARchives and Transmission System (DARTS) of ISAS/JAXA 52

(http://darts.isas.jaxa.jp) and at the PDS of NASA (https://pds.nasa.gov). 53
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